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AN AUTOSEGMENTAL/METRICAL ANALYSIS OF 
SERBO-CROATIAN INTONATION * 
Svetlana Godjevac 
Abstract 
Based on the qualitative analysis of the Fo contours of wide range 
ofutterances (broad focus declaratives, broad focus questions, nar­
row focus declaratives, narrow focus questions, vocative chant, and 
prompting intonation) utterred by nine native speakers, an autoseg­
mental/metrical analysis of Standard Selbo-Croatian intonation is pro­
posed. This analysis argues for sparse specification of tones, contra 
Inkelas and Zee (1988), and two levels of prosodic phrasing: the 
phonological word and the intonational phrase. The phonological 
word is defined in te!lDS of a lexical pitch accent and an initial word 
boundary tone, whereas the intonational phrase is a domain defined by 
pitch range manipulations (expansion, compression, reset, downstep) 
and final intonational phrase boundary_ tones. 
1 Introduction 
Standard Serbo-Croatian (SC) is a pitch-accent language. All analyses (Browne & 
Mccawley 1965 (B&M), Inkelas & Zee 1988 (l&Z), Kostic 1983, Lehiste & Ivie 1963, 
•r would like to express my gratitude to Mary Beckman, Chris Barker, Allison Blodgett, Rebecca Her­
man, Molly Homer, Tsan Huang, Ilse Lehiste, Gina Taranto, and Pauline Welby. I also wish to thank my 
informants: Dragana Aleksic, Ljubomir Bjelica, Ana Devic, Ksenija Djuranovic, Svetislav Jovanovic, Jasna 
Kragalott, Svetlana Li.kic, and Branislav Unkovic for their patience and kindness in providing the data. All 
errors are mine. 
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1986 (L&I), Nikolic 1970, Stevanovic 1989, Gvozdanovic (1980), inter alia) recognize 
four different types of accents: short falling, long falling, short rising, and long rising. In 
this paper I present an analysis of surface tones of these accent types in different sentential 
environments, including broad-focus and narrow-focu.s utterances, citation form, vocative 
chant, prompting intonation, and questions. This analysis is based on the instrumental study 
of recorded utterance.s by eight native speakers. It is an autosegmentaVmetrical analysis 
because the F0 shapes are decomposed into their component parts, and the tones and the 
backdrop pitch range are analyzed in terms of their relations to metrical structure. 
The general observation differentiating this proposal from earlier autosegmental 
accounts, is that even the surface tones in SC are sparsely specified to moras, the tone 
bearing unit in SC. More specifically, the analysis argues for three main innovations over 
the cited analyses: (i) a decomposition of word tone strings into a demarcative tone, a 
boundary tone, and accent proper (rather than H-tone spreading and default L-insertion); 
(ii) bitonal accents with the initial tone starred (i.e, associated to the accented syllable) and 
the trailing tone unassociated; and (iii) no neutralization ofthe lexical accents in declarative 
sentence final position. My proposal regarding SC prosodic structure includes two prosodic 
units: a phonological word and an intonational phrase. Their tonal properties are defined 
in terms of specification of accents, boundary tones, and pitch-range manipulation. In 
addition, some observations of more global pitch trends, ·such as downstep, are offered. 
One reason a refined picture of SC word tones is important is that it serves as the 
foundation of an ongoing study of the interaction of intonational effects such as pitch range 
compression and downstep with syntactic scrambling, word-order focus, etc. These in 
tum are central to interpretation. The interaction of intonation with interpretation is left 
for future study. More immediately, this study serves to add to descriptions of prosodic 
structure. of pitch accent languages, which include Japanese, Norwegian, and Swedish, 
thereby contributing to the crosslinguistic study of variation in prosody. 
I argue that SC's four accents are bitonal. The falling accents are H*+L, whereas 
the rising accents are L*+H, where '*' marks the tone associated with the relevant tone 
bearing unit within the stressed syllable, as in Bruce's (1977, 199Q) analysis of Swedish 
word accent. The consequence of this proposal is that the second tone is not linked to a 
particular mora but is phonologically unassociated. As we will see, a long falling accent 
may realize-both tones on the stressed syllable, whereas in words with a short falling accent, 
the trailing tone is usually realized on the poststressed syllable, and sometimes is even 
truncated. 
Not all words in SC carry a pitch-accent. Verbal and pronominal clitics, preposi­
tions, and most conjunctions do not bear pitch-accents.1 These words cliticize to an adja­
cent word which does bear a ·pitch-accent to form a phonological word. A phonological 
1Zec & Inkelas (1990) assume that the division between phonological words and clitics aligns with the 
syntactic division into content and function words. This division seems generally right but there _are a few 
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word is the smallest prosodic unit, and is tonally marked by a pitch accent. (As we'll see, 
proclitics are marked by a L word boundary tone (which I will mark as %L), but they lack 
a pitch accent.) In the case of SC, I propose, the relevant tonal marking is a pitch-accent 
and a %L word boundary tone. As a general rule, .there is maximally one pitch accent and 
one· %L word boundary tone per phonological word. (As will be discussed in section 4.1.2, 
there are exceptions to this rule. Some polymorphemic words can be realized with two 
pitch-accents, but they are in free variation with variants realized with one pitch accent. 
Proclitics also bring an additional word boundary tone.) That is, a phonological word in 
SC has exactly one head syllable (marked with lexical pitch-accent) and at least one edge 
(word boundary) marked tonally. 
The sentential tune in a declarative utterance under broad focus shows an over­
all downtrend in the pitch level. (By broad focus I mean the sentential tune which lacks 
prosodic focus. Prosodic focus will be discussed in section 4.2.4.) My as yet unquantified 
observations of many F0 contours suggest that much of this downtrend can be described as 
a downstep at each word boundary. That is, the word boundary tone downsteps the suc­
ceeding H target. The final constituent in a sentence then usually ends up in a lower pitch 
range than any other constituent in the sentence. This cues the end of the sentence. On 
the basis of instrumental evidence, L&I have pointed out the potential for neutralization of 
word accents in disyllabic words in this position. l&Z have characterized this phenomenon 
by the phonological rule ofL insertion whose effect is to erase the tonal lexical distinctions. 
However, I show, using minimal pairs, that the lexical .tones are still present in this position 
despite the smaller range for their manifestation (see, sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.4). Therefore, 
I conclude that a different phonological model is needed from the one l&Z propose. The 
new model needs to be able to separate the effects of the gradient backdrop pitch trends 
from cat~gorical tone deletion. 
As for sentence-level prosody, words under prosodic focus, in narrow focus utter­
ances, show a higher target for the accent H relative to the same utterance without the 
prosodic focus. This is true both for the starred tone of the falling accents (H*+L) and the 
trailing tone of the rising accents (L*+H). 
In summary, in this paper I posit three prosodic units for Serbo-Croatian: a phono­
logical wof.l.l, an intermediate phrase, and an intonational phrase. The declarative sentence 
pattern of SC shows a continuous alternation between H and L tones. Every phonological 
word is marked by this pattern, and so is each sentential string. However, the sentence 
intonation is more than just a concatenation of the word accent tones. The declarative sen­
tence intonation can be accounted for by positing a word-boundary tone, a downstep rule 
phrase internally, the rule of Qlduction of pitch range in final position, super H targets for 
excepti,:ms. For example, demonstrative pronouns, which function as determiners, thus function words, do 
bear a pitch-accent. Some conjunctions, such as pa 'so', iako 'although', ali 'but', etc. also bear an accent. 
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discourse-initial segments, and pitch range reduction of post-focus positions. On the basis 
of contrasts in different melodies, such as declaratives, prompting intonation, and vocative 
chant, I argue for two different tonal markings of an intonational phrase: two boundary 
tones, L%, H%, and two phrase accents L- and~ for an intennediate phrase. 
The paper consists of three major parts. The first major part, section 3, deals with 
lexical accents and theiF properties; the second part, section 4, is concerned with tonal 
markings of prosodic structure; and section 5 deals with the issues of interaction between 
the lexical and structural markings. Section 6 concludes by summarizing the proposed 
analysis of Serbo-Croatian intonation. 
2 Methodology 
The language that I intend to cover in this paper is the Stokavian-Ekavski variant2 
Standard SC. The analysis presented here is a broad outline investigation. It is based on 
an instrumental investigation of F0 contours for close to 300 utterance types, ranging from 
citation fonn utterances of single words to three-sentence paragraphs. The intention was to 
provide a wide coverage of Serbo-Croatian utterance types in order to get an overview of 
the complete system, as a framework for investigating some specific aspect of the system 
in a t~orough quantitative analysis with careful control of interaction with other sources 
of systematic variation. This. purpose is a result of the need for the more overall picture 1 
of the system prior to the later quantitative modelling of specific questions. This is in 
line with the work done by Pierrehumbert (1980), which provided the groundworlc of a 
complete descripti<;m of the. English intonational system, and which subsequently resulted 
in the detailed study of pitch range in Libennan & Pierrehumbert (1984). Consequently, 
results 1>resented here will be more suggestive than quantitative. 
All the material uttered by the author was digitally recorded directly into a Sun 
workstation (Sun4) or Linux box and analyzed using the Entropies Waves program. Mate­
rials uttered by the other seven native speakers were recorded in a quiet room on a Marantz 
taperecorder and then digitized with Waves using a Denon tape player and the Sun work­
station. Four of the speakers, including the author, are from Novi Sad, three of the speakers 
are from Belgrade, and one of them is from Krusevac. 
For'the purposes of getting an uninterrupted pitch track, almost all of the words and 
sentences recorded were chosen for their all-sonorant quality. Some exceptions were made 
when the length or the late position of the accent of the word was crucial in investigating 
· a certain hypothesis and no word with all sonorants was found with those characteristics. 
2Serbo-Croatian dialects are divided along two parameters: (a) the first parameter is the word for 'what', 
thus we have sto, ca, and kaj and the corresponding dialects: Stqkavian, Cakavian, and Kajkavian; (b) the 
second parameter is the reflex of the Old Church Slavic vowel jar. There are three reflexes of this vowel: [e], 
[i], and [ije]. Hence the corresponding dialects: Ekavski, lkavski, and ljekavski. 
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Also, as it was important to look at minimal pairs and words with particular syntactic and 
semantic properties (notably, wh-words) it was necessary to include some words that do 
not have all-sonorant quality. 
All the pitch tracks in this paper are utterances pe1formed. by the author. This de­
cision is a consequence of the fact that it was not possible to get all the relevant data from 
all the speakers, and was used to keep the pitch contours consistent throughout the paper· 
for ease of comparison. However, none of the pitch tracks used here for the purpose of il­
lustration are isolated tokens of the type. Pitch tracks were used as evidence only when the 
same contour ocurred constantly across at least five. tokens of the same type of utterance. 
3 Lexical Information 
3.1 Lexical Accents and Their Distribution 
The standard description of the distribution of the accents is that falling accents 
only occur on the initial syllable and that rising accents occur on any syllable but the last 
syllable. Thus, rising accents never occur in monosyllabic words since the initial syllable 
is also the last syllable. So, monosyllabic words necessarily have a falling accent. The 
traditional way of marking falling accents is: r' ]for the short falling, and [ ~ ] for the long 
falling. Some examples of words with these accents and a pitch track of a word under the 
accent in a sentence medial position are given in the following table. 
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SHORT-FALLING LONG-FALLING 
t!: 
~ 
jfilov 'fruitless' 
I . ~ 
~ 
I 
javan 'public• 
lliv 'lion'· 
jlllov 'fruitless' 
lilla 'pipe' 
najava 'announcement' 
n!minovan 'inevitable' 
n!ravnomeran 'uneven' 
paradaajz 'tomato' 
a~entalan 
ranoranilac 
lat 'a lie' 
javan 'public' 
filje 'oil' 
namera 'intention. 
voljan 'willing' 
valjan 'rolled' 
wrum 'wise' 
ilmoran 'tired' 
ri!vija 'review' 
Table 1: The Fo tracks show the two falling accents in wordsjaloy 'fruitless' andj<i\lQII 
'public• in a sentence medial position to circumvent discourse . or sentence edge 
effects. The rest of the table provides examples of words under the two falling 
accents, short and long, with the stress on the first syllable, differing in iength. 
The traditional way of marking the rising accents is the following: [ ' ] for the short 
rising, and'[ ' J for the long rising. A rising accent can occur on any syllable bot the last 
and it never occurs on monosyllabic words. Here are some examples: 
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SHORT-RISING LONG-RISING 
~ 
~ 
malina 'raspberry' 
.. 
AA ........ ... .... . 
V\ I 
linija 'line' 
naum 'intention' 
mtilina 'raspberry' 
ironija 'irony' 
manjiina 'minority' 
anemija 'anemia' 
artiljerija 'artillery 
neprikosnoven 'sacrc~' · 
multimilioner 'multimillionaire' · 
jaje 'egg' 
linija 'line' 
fiveo 'be lived' 
aroma 'aroma, 
nencimeran 'unintentional' 
memoari 'memoirs' 
anulirala 'she annulled' 
Iegitimacija 'ID' 
nacionalizacija 'nationalization' 
Table 2: The Fo tracks show the two rising accents, in words molina 'raspbeay' and 
-· linlja 'line', in a sentence medial position to circumvent discourse or sentence edge 
effects. Tbe rest of the table provides examples of words under the two rising ac­
cents. short and long, with varying position of the stress, and differing in length. 
3.2 Phonemic Distinctions 
Both distinctions, short vs. long and falling vs. rising contrast words. The following 
sets of mirumal pairs show the contrastive role these properties play: 
SHORT-FALLlNO LQNG-FALLING 
rli.d 'eager' 
sad ' now' 
oran 'plowed' (participle) 
raci 'work' 
sad 'plantation' 
or.an 'disposed' 
Table 3: Examples of minimal pairs for the two falling accents. 
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I SHORT-FALLING ISHORT-RISING 
moli '(s)he begs' moli 'Beg!' (imperative) 
opasan 'dangerous' opasan 'with a belt' 
orao 'he plowed' orao 'eagle. 
osnovan 'founded' osnovan 'elementary' 
Table 4: Examples minimal pairs for the two short accents. 
ILONG-FALLING ILONG-RISING 
ravan 'plain' 
radi '(s)he works' 
nema 'he doesn't have' 
ravan 'flat' 
Radi 'to Rada' 
nema 'deaf.fem' 
Table 5: Minimal pairs for the two long accents. 
I SHORT-RISING ILONG-RISING 
sedeti 'to sit' sedeti 'to go gray' 
opisan 'described' 6pisan 'descriptive' 
rasipan 'wasted' rasipan 'wasteful' 
Table 6: Minimal pairs for the two rising accents. 
There are also minimal pairs that cut across both dimensions. That is, words with 
the same segmental tier but with tonal contrast along both long/short and rising/falling 
parameter: 
ILONG-RISING ISHORT-FALLING 
I (h)rana 'food' Irlina 'wound' 
ILONG-FALLING ISHORT-RISING 
I valjan 'rolled' !valjan 'good' 
Table 7: Minimal pairs for both duration and pitch oppositions. 
3.3 Lexical Tones 
Serbo-Croatian pitch-accent can be characterized by the position of stress and the 
specification of two tone levels, high and low, as already proposed by I&Z in the framework 
of autosegmental phonology and earlier by HalJe ( 1971 ). The order and distribution of these 
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tones relative to the accented syllable corresponds with the type of the lexical accent for 
which the word is specified. 
It has been claimed that the distinction between the rising and the falling accents lies 
in the fact that the rising accents are bisyllabic whereas falling accents are monosyllabic: 
' ... relying on perceptual evidence analyzes rising_ accents as encompassing two sylla­
bles ... However, falling accents encompass only one syllable.' (B&M:147 citing Hodge 
1958, Bidwell 1963, Masing 1876, Ivie 1958, 1961). 
'All four accents have traditionally been treated as associated with a single syllable, as 
the diacritics [ ...] show. However, only the falling accents are clearly monosyllabic; the 
rising acccents are disyllabic in nature, as we will see.' (l&Z 1988:227, footnote 2.) 
This distinction suggests the assumption that since accent is (by definition) a cul­
minative marker within its domain, the relevant phonetic property should culminate at the 
accent location; hence a 'pitch accent' should be a pitch culmination, i.e. a peak in the pitch 
contour localized at the accent. The falling accents are in accordance with this assumption 
since the characteristic of the falling accents is that the H tone is realized on the accented 
syllable itself. The rising accents, on the other hand, deviate from this common assumption 
about alignment between accents and peaks. The H of the rising accents is realized on the 
post-stressed syllable. This misalignment between the accented syllable and the peak in 
the rising accents has thus far been couched in terms of durational properties of the accent: 
monosyllabic, vs. bisyllabic. 
Instead of thinking of the two classes of SC pitch-accents, falling vs. rising, in 
terms ofmonosyllabic vs. bisyllabic accents, I propose to switch the perspective from the 
number of syllables necessary to realize the accent peak to thinking of the number of tone 
targets necessary to realize a rise or a fall, i.e. to consider both of them as being bitonal, 
where only one of the tones is anchored to a stressed syllable (cf. Bruce 1990). For the 
falling accents, the anchored tone will be the H, and for the rising accents the anchored 
tone will be the L. The data show that the second (trailing) tone can be realized on the 
stressed syllable as well, as in the case of the long-falling accent, but it is usually on the . 
poststressed. syllable, as is the case for all other accent types. Consequently, it seems more 
appropriate to treat the second tone as unassociated rather than anchored to a particular 
syllable or mora. 
This view is more in accordance with the position in Kostic (1983) who argues that 
all four accents should be treated as bisyllabic. His argument involves the claim that accent 
peaks are fully realized only irt opposition to the following or preceding syllable. However, 
in order to claim this, he has to exclude monosyllables, which he then treats as exceptions. 
The position taken in this paper is that pitch accents are only partially linked to a particular 
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metrical position. Only the first tone of the (bitonal) accent is anchored to the text, and this 
is the starred tone. 
The next three sections explore the consequences of this proposal for the falling 
accents alone, the rising accents alone, and both together. 
3.3.1 Falling Accents 
In a declarative utterance, falling accents can be characterized in terms of two tones, 
H followed by L. Both short-falling and long-falling accents have a H tone on the stressed 
syllable followed by a L tone. The difference between the two accents seems to be not 
only in the duration of the syllable under stress but also in the timing of the tonal qualities. 
In words with long-falling accents the L seems to show up during the stressed syllable 
whereas in words with the short-falling accent the L starts after the stressed syllable. 
Here are some examples of citation forms. Figures 1 through 3 show similar (or 
minimally contrasting) words, with one, two or three syllables. In all of the figures through­
out the paper, the cursors (vertical lines) n:iark the ends of syllables (or the end of words, 
when individual syllables are not marked). 
-­ -­\ -.___-...,
.. 
j 
-
-- --- ---- -­
" 
Figure 1 : Short-falling vs. Long-falling, 1 syllable words. The first utterance, on the 
left, is the word: rad 'eager', the short-falling accent; the second utterance is the 
word rod 'work', the long-falling accent. 
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Figure 2 : Short-falling vs, Long-falling, two-syllable wo~ds, (citation form). On 
the left is the word moli 'begs', short-falling accent; on the right is the word mari 
'cares', long-falling accent 
- -
-
Figure 3 : Short-falling vs, Long-falling, 3 syllable words, The first utterance, on 
the left, is the word: najava 'announcement', the short-falling accent. ; the second 
utterance is the word namera 'intention', the long-falling acceµ.t. 
From the three pitch tracks above we can notice that the two a9cents are associated 
with a particular shape of F0• In the long-falling examples, the accented syllable carries 
both Hand L tone, whereas in the short-falling examples, the accented syllable carries only 
the H tone, and the L tone is realized on the post-stressed syllable. In other words, the 
alignment of the peak in the long-falling accent is more towards the middle of the syllable, 
whereas in,the short falling-accent it is at the right edge of the syllable. 
There is a difference between monosyllables (Figure 1) and disyllabic words (Fig­
ure 2), under the short-falling accent. The disyllabic words show the L tone on the post­
stressed syllable whereas in the monosyllables the fall is truncated when the word i_s in 
isolation. 
Despite this difference in monosyllables, the two falling accents are very similar. 
Consequently, I propose that these accents be represented as H*+L. This representation 
accurately captures the fact that the H tone is anchored (associated) to the stressed syllable, 
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whereas the L tone is a trailing tone, which may or may not fall on the stressed syllable, or 
may even be truncated. The distinguishing property between the two is the duration of the 
anchored tone. The duration of the H tone is shorter in the long-falling accent than in the 
short-falling accent. That is, the fall from H to L starts earlier in the long-falling accent than 
in the short-falling accent. Hence the steepness of the fall differs between the long-falling 
and the short-falling accents. This produces the effect of the long-fall (shorter H tone) vs. 
short-fall (longer H tone). Hence the name that they bear seems clearly appropriate. The 
duration of the vowel under the two falling accents is not always the best cue for which type 
of accent we are dealing with. The durations of the H tones seem to be more distinct than 
the durations of the vowels. Although there is a contrast betwe,en short and long vowels in 
unstressed positions, duration is the best cue for stress in SC, as shown by L&I. That is, a 
short stressed vowel is longer than a short unstressed vowel, and a long stressed vowel is 
longer than a long unstressed vowel. 
3,3.2 Rising Accents 
In a declarative utterance a rising accent exhibits a L tone on the stressed syllable 
and a H tone on the post-stressed syllable. There does not seem to be an obvious qualitative 
difference in F0 between the two rising accents analogous to the steepness of the fall or the 
length of the starred tone in the falling accents. Also the difference in F0 target is insignif­
icant, when we compare either the peaks or the preceding lows. This is also confirmed 
by the data reported in L&I (1985).. However, there is a difference in vowel quality. The 
vowels under the long-rise are more peripheral than the vowels under the short-rise. This 
may be in part due to the difference in duration of the vowel, since the vowel in a word 
with theJong-rising accent is longer than in a word with the short-rising accent As L&I 
(1963:93f) report, the long /e/, lo/, and /a/ are more peripheral than their short allophones. 
tsO - -;.....~-~-­ -1----­
:\,...~ 
- - - -
-----------­
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:-~'-::­
-
----­
-
"•~A 
-
-
... 
-
.J I .. 
Figure 4: Short-rising vs. Long-rising, two-syllable words (citation forms). The first 
utterance is the word moli 'beg!' (imperative), short-rising accent; the second utter­
ance is the word Mari 'to Mara', long-rising accent. 
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Figure 5: Short-rising vs. long-rising, 3 syllable words. The first utterance is the word 
malina 'raspberry', the short-rising accent; the second utterance is the word linija 
'line', the long-rising accent. 
In the above figures we can see that the Hof the rising accents is not very prominent. 
This is because these short utterances are citation forms, which inevitably encompasse the 
phenomenon of final lowering (to be discussed in section 4.2.3). For the purpose of the 
illustration of this.effect I present the word omalovaf.avanje 'humiliation' in two different 
enviroments, a citation form and as an initial constituent of a sentence. 
-
,..,____ _ 
"-= - 7 
-­ i-­... -
Figure 6: Short-rising accenL The utterance is a ciµtion form of the word oma­
lovatavanje 'humiliation'. 
This word was chosen for its late accent placement, which allows a long stretch of 
syllables before the accent. We can notice the L tone, which is anchored to the stressed 
syllable -ta-. The post-stressed syllable is the one that the H tone usually gets realized 
on. Consequently, the choice for the representation of this type of accent is L *+H. In this 
case, that is, the citation form, the H tone is affected by the discourse final position, i.e. 
final lowering. This is the effect that L&I called neutralization of the accents in the final 
position. However, as will be discussed in section 4.2.2 this effect is due to the pitch­
range reduction, and companson to falling accents clearly shows the preservation of the 
distinction between the two types of accents. Since utterance final elements are affected by 
the position, it is especially illuminating to compare the citation form with a non-citation 
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fonn. To anticipate the discussion ofaccents in contexts of sentences, in section 4.2, I show 
the same word in a sentence initial position in the following figure. 
Figure 7: Short-rising accent. This is a sentence-initial utterance of the word oma­
lovaf.avanje 'humiliation' ('Humiliation, Milan didn't like.'). 
As we can see in Figure 7, the H tone of the rising accent is more visible due to the 
continuation of the utterance. I will return to the sentence level influence on the accents in 
sections 4 and 5. In the next section I continue to discuss the properties of the lexical tones. 
The point of interest here are distinctions among accents. 
3.3.3 Rising/Falling Opposition 
In the previous section the opposition between the short and long accents was 
shown. The F0 contour very clearly reflects the opposition between the falling accents. 
For the rising accents, the Fo is a less transparent indicator of the contrast between the 
short and the long rising accent. It is the time course of the H* and the steepness of the fall 
that create a distinction between the falling accents. The rising accents, on the other hand, 
do not see!" to have as clear a tonal distinction, in tenns of the Fo manifestation: rather 
they differ in vowel quality. 
In this section I present the opposition between the rising and falling accents of the 
same durational type because this allows us to see the difference between a rise and a fall 
most clearly, since the length variable is kept constant. Figure 8 shows a minimal pair, 
the long falling vs. the long~:rising accent; Figure 9 shows a minimal pair for the short 
falling/rising opposition. 
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Figure 8: Long accents. The first utterance is the word ra.van 'plain', the long-falling 
accent; the second utterance is the word ravan 'flat', the long-rising accent. 
I 
Figure 9: Short accents. The first utterance is the word orao 'he plowed', the short­
falling accent; the second utterance is the word orao 'eagle', the short-rising accent. 
The difference between the falling and the rising accents is very clear from the 
above pitch tracks. The falling accents exhibit a clear fall in the pitch, whereas the rising 
accents exhibit a small rise or a steady pitch on the post-stressed syllable. The lack of 
an obvious rise, i.e. a clear manifestation of the H target, in these examples is due to the 
citation form intonation of the utterances. As we saw in the preceding section, the rising 
accents do realize the H tone, which is higher from the tone of the stressed syllable, as long· 
as the word is not utterance final. In addition, we can see that the H tone of the falling 
accents is considerably higher from the H tone of the rising accents. (This is not an artifact 
of their order in the list since, the reversal of their linear order in production produces the 
same effect;.see Figures 8, and 9.) 
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Figure 10: Long accents. The first utteranoe is the word ravan /fl.at', long-rising accen~ 
the second utterance is the word, the nivan 'plain', the-Jong-falling accent 
a 
- - - -
----­
'"i:,---t...__ ­~ - - ?"'-::: ..._-
.. - ..... r,.... , ­ - - '\.., 
d •• "' 
. 
, 
·Figure 11: Short accents. The first utterance is the word ortU> 'eagle', the short-rising 
accent; the second utterance is !he word ortU> 'he plowed'. the short-falling accent 
This observation has been noted by Kostit (1983) and the Fo measurements for 3 
different pitch ranges of speakers, low, medium and high, from L&I (1963) also support 
that conclusion. 
3.3.4 Lexical Tone Analysis 
In tllis section I give a proposal for analyzing the four lexical tones of the 'four 
Serbo-Croatian pitch accents. 
As previously mentioned, the falling accents are characterized by the HL melody, 
whereas the rising accents exhibit LH melody. The tonal distinction on the short-long pa­
rameter is manifested with thC: falling accents (in the steepness of the fall), but not with the 
rising accents. Schematically, however, the proposal for the four accents can be represented 
as the following: 
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IFALLING IRISING 
SHORT u u (7 
I I I 
µ µ µ 
I 
H*+L 
uu u 
I I I 
µ µ µ 
I 
L*+H 
LONG (7 (7 (7 
/\ I I 
µ µ µ µ 
I 
H*+L 
u u u 
/\ I I 
µ µ µ µ 
I I 
L*+H 
Table 8: Surface representation of tones in trisyllabic words with the stress on the first 
syllable. 
In the above graphs the distinctions between falling and rising accents is repre­
sented by the HL and LH melodies, whereas the short/long distinction is captured by the 
mono-moraic vs. bi-moraic status of the syllable to which the accent is associated. So, all 
the accents are bitonal: however, of the long accent types, only the first tone is anchored 
to the first mora of the falling accents and the second mora of the rising accents. (The 
justification for the particular anchoring site within the syllable for the long rising accent 
requires ·explanation of one of the phrasal tones and is deferred until section 4.1.) 
This differs from the analysis proposed by Inkelas & Zee (1988) (I&Z) in two im­
portant ways. First, in their autosegmental analysis; all tone bearing units are specified for 
tone at the surface. Hence in their theory the structural fact of accent is only a property of . 
an underlying form, whereas in this analysis the accent is viewed as a pitch event localized 
at the stressed syllable. Second, in l&Z's theory the rising accents are represented as a se­
quence of two H tones, whereas in this analysis, the rising accents are a LH melody, where 
the L tone is anchored to the stressed syllable. 
The two analysis agr~e on the representation of the difference between long and 
short syllables through a moraic structure. For the sake of comparison, I provide a schema 
of their analysis of trisyllabic words with an accent on the initial syllable after the derivation 
is completed: 
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IFALLING IRISING 
SHORT (J (J (J 
I I I 
µ µ µ 
I I I 
HLL 
(J (J (J 
I I I 
µ µ µ 
I I I 
H H L 
LONG il (J (J 
/\ I I 
µ µ µ µ 
I I I I 
HLL L 
(J (J (J 
/\ I I 
µ µ µ µ 
I I I I / 
LHH L 
Table 9: Predictions of the surface representation of tones in trisyllabic words with the 
stress on the first syllable, according to Inkelas and Zee (1988). (Compare to Table 
8) 
Under their analysis, the HL melody of the long-falling accent is realized on the 
two moras of the accented syllable itself, wheras the short-falling accent is realized across· 
two syllables. In the case of the rising accent, which they represent as HH, the two H 
tones are associated to the last mora of the accented syllable and the first mora of the post­
stressed syllable. This is because in their theory, two adjacent H tones cannot belong to 
the same syllable. According to my data, both rising accents have the H tone realized on 
the post-stressed syllable orily. That is, the high tone is never realized on the accented 
syllable or the last mora of the accented syllable. To make the point clearer, I will present 
the instrumental data of the examples analyzed in their paper, and discuss the predictions 
their analysis makes about the surface tones. 
The following figure shows a pitch track of the two rising accents discussed and 
analyzed in l&Z: 
Figure 12: Figure of two rising accents: paprika 'pepper' and razlika 'difference'. 
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For the purpose of comparing l&Z's analsyis to the one presented here, we must 
abstract away from the basic difference between these two analyses, such as full vs. sparse 
surface specification of tones. With that in mind, we can compare only the accent repre­
sentation in the two approaches. 
According to their analysis, the difference between paprika and razlika is in the 
position of the two H tones: razlika should realize the H tone on the second mora of the 
first syllable, (ra-) and the first mora of the second syllable (-zli-), whereas paprika should 
have a H tone on the first syllable (pa-) and the second syllable (-pri-). However, we 
can see that the H tone peak is always realized on the post-stressed syllable. Also, the . 
accented syllable has a L tone in both of these· accents. Thei following pitch tracks also 
confirm this observation. Figures 13 and 14 show words with long rising and short rising 
accent, respectively, on the third syllable in a five-syllable word. Both words are uttered in 
a sentence medial position of a broad focus utterance. 
mo•, 11-1 
Figure 1~: The word renovirala Figure 14: The word artiljerija 
'she renovated' in utterance me­ 'artillery' in utterance medial 
dial position. position. 
As Figures 13 and 14 show, the H tone is a property of the post-stressed syllable 
and it is not shared by th'e two consecutive moras of the stressed and post-stressed syllable. 
Thus, l&Z's hypothesis is not consistent with the instrumental data. On the basis of the 
instrumental evidence both from my corpus and from the corpus presented in L&I, I assume 
that the H toJJ.e of the rising accents is a property of only the post-stressed syllable. 
Another clear advantage of assuming that only one tone of these accents is anchored 
to the accented syllable involves the treatment of monosyllabic words. As we saw earlier, 
in section 3.1, f;illing accents can occur on monosyllabic words. If we assume that tones 
are properties of moras and are anchored in them, then only the long-falling accent would 
be able to occur on monosyllabic words, since long syllables have two moras and the two 
tones, H and L would be assQ.ciated with them. However, the short-falling accent, which 
is a property of short syllables, thus only one mora is available, would have no place for 
the L tone. Under my analysis, the fact that both types of falling accents are present in the 
language falls out as a natural consequence of the fact that only the H tone is anchored to 
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the stressed syllable. The L tone is capable of being truncated if there is only one syllable 
for realization of tones. 
So, we see that having a representation which anchors only one of the tones to a par­
ticular syllable gives us a natural explanation for why monosyllables can have both short 
and long falling accent. In the theory of l&Z, this fact is not accounted for. However, this 
same reasoning should give us an explanation for the other part of the distributional fact 
of the SC accents (that is, an explanation for why rising accents never occur on monosyl­
lables). The traditional explanation has always resorted to the idea that the rising accents 
are bisyllabic, unlike the falling accents. This is a restatement that still calls for an expla­
nation. But, as I have tried to show in this section: In non-mol)osyllables, the short-falling 
accent can also be characterized as bisyllabic. So, is there a natural explanation for the 
distributional properties of the rising accents within this system? I believe there is. The 
explanation, offered in the next section, involves reasoning about the functional properties 
of tones and how densely-distributed similar tones can realize their functions. But, before 
we can go to that explanation (see section 4.1), it is first necessary to introduce another 
property of the SC prosodic word, a L word-boundary. The presence of the word boundary 
tone is more prominent in utterances that consist of more than a single word, thus we tum 
to the sentence-level tonal properties of the Serbo-Croatian prosody. 
4 Structural Information 
4.1 Phonological Word 
In this section I define the smallest prosodic unit in SC, the phonological word. I 
show ·that tonal markings of this prosodic unit are of two types: one demarcative (a left 
edge torie) and the other culminative (the pitch accent). 
4.1.1 Word-Boundary Tone 
In addition to the lexical tones considered to be realizations of the word accent type, 
each phonological word in Serbo-Croatian exhibits a boundary tone as well. That is, each 
word that b.~ars an accent must have a L boundary tone, which I represent as %L. I will 
argue that this tone always precedes the lexical tonal realizations for reasons that will be 
clearer when the discussion of downtrend gets introduced. 
In their autosegmental account of Serbo-Croatian tones, l&Z assume that words are 
specified for the H tones in the lexicon, whereas L tones are assigned late in the process 
of derivation. For declarative--intonation they propose a classical tone association account 
whereby at the end of a derivation each mora is associated to exactly one tone, either the 
accent H or the default L. So for example, in a disyllabic word with a long-rising accent 
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only the first mora of the first syllable would be assigned the L tone, since the H tone 
would be assigned to the second mora ofthe first syllable and the single mora of the second 
syllable (if it is not phonemically long) in accordance with their derivational rules. A 
disyllabic word under a long-falling accent would have the first mora of the first syllable 
associated to a H tone. A string which includes these two types of words would be a good 
test for word boundary tones, since the I&Z theory predicts no other tones besides the 
lexical tones. This string would be predicted to have the following tone contour: 
(1) w 
A 
(1 (1 
w 
A 
(1 0 
Figure IS: Schematic rep­
resentation of lbc expected 
tone contour for (1). 
I\ I I\ I 
µ 
I 
µ 
I 
µ 
I 
µ 
I 
µ 
I 
µ­
I ~ 
L H H H L L 
For the purpose of testing this prediction, I have constructed three types of exam­
ples: (a) a sequence of a noun subject and a vetb (since SC is an SVO language, this 
sequence does not involve any type of pragmatic highlighting via word order); (b) a se­
quence of a noun subject and an adverb, another canonical structure; and (c) a sequence 
of an adjective and a noun, i.e. a modified NP in a subject position. AU of the three types 
of constituents occur at the beginning of a sentence since the pitch range in this position 
is the widest and hence tonal.Properties are more salient on the pitch tracks. H~e are the 
examples of the three types ofcontexts. 
The following figures ofthe pitch tracks oftwo consecutive words ofthis type show 
that an additional L tone is present between the two disyllabic words with a rising and a 
falling accent. This is unexpected given the theory ofi&Z. 
Figure 16: Noun-verb sequcnoe. The sentence is Dara r&li u l'llllllovoj novoj finni. 
'Dara works in lvanov's new company.' 
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Figure 17: Noun-adverb sequence. The sentence is Java jiivno i:qavljuje da ne voli 
Miru. 'Jova publically claims that he doesn't like Mira.' 
Figure 18: Adjective-noun sequence. The sentence is Taman ram nije odgovarao 
njenom lieu. 'A dark frame didn't suit her face.' 
In all three pitch tracks (Figures 16-18), the first word is disyllabic and has a long 
rising accent on the first syllable and the second word has a long falling accent o~ the first 
syllable. Since the first word is disyllabic, we know that the H tone will be realized on the 
second (i.e. final) syllable. The second word, having the falling accent on the first syllable 
must exhibit a H tone on the first syllable. If there were no word boundary tones, simple 
concatenation of these two words should produce.a steady pitch line representing the two 
H tones, one from the final syllable of the first word and one from the initial syllable of the 
second wo;il. 
H H H 
Figure 19: Schematic representation of the prediction for two consecutive H tones ac­
cording to I&Z's theory. 
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However, as we see in Figures 16-18, the two H tones are separated by a dip in 
pitch. This intervening valley I take to be the evidence for the %L boundary tone. 
We may ask where the %L tone belongs. Does it belong at the end of a word? or is 
it the initial leading tone of every word, i.e., the beginning ofevery phonological word? For 
reasons that have to do with overall declination pattern, and patterns in sentence initial and 
final positions, I will assume that the word boundary tone is at the beginning of the word. I 
will argue for this hypothesis in section 4.2.2, where I discuss ,utterance final position. 
The acceptance of the L word boundary tone then gives us the following picture of 
the word tones for trisyllabic words with an accent on the first syllable. 
I FALLING IRISING 
SHORT 
LONG 
a a a 
I I I 
µ µ µ 
I 
%L H*+L 
a u a 
/\ I I 
µ µ µ µ 
I 
%LH*+L 
au a 
I I I 
µ µ µ 
I 
%L L*+H 
a a a 
/\ I I 
µ µ µ µ 
I 
%L L*+H 
Table 10: Surface representation of tones in trisyllabic words with the stress on the first 
syllable and including the initial word boundary tone. 
In terms of the theory of tone association to the prosodic hierarchy proposed in 
Pierrehumbert and Beckman (1988), the boundary tone is associated to the word node, 
whereas the lexical tones are associated to the stressed syllable. So, the tone structure of the 
sequence of the first two consecutive words depicted in Figures 16-18 can be represented 
as follows: 
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(2) w w 
u a 
I\ 
µ µ µ110 I 
%L L*+H %L H*+L 
We are now ready to get back to the question we left at the end of the previous 
section regarding a possible explanation for the distribution of the rising accents. To review, 
we said that assuming that the accents in SC are bitonal, where only one of the tones is 
associated to the stressed syllable, the model requires no extra mechanism to explain the 
ocurrence of the falling accents in monosyllables, as I&Z's theory would certainly require. 
The question that we could not answer at the time concerned the curious distribution of 
the rising accents: they never appear on monosyllables or on the last syllable in a word. 
Positing a word boundary tone at the beginning of the word creates the following sequence 
for the rising accents: %LL *+H. The %L tone serves the delimitative function, whereas the 
L*+H (the pitch accent) serves the culrninative and the contrastive function - the accent 
is rising not falling. The sequences %LL *+H, %LH*+L, and two durations would be hard 
to contrast on a single syllable. That is, I propose that it is the initial word boundary 
tone which creates an impossible sequence for monosyllables under the rising accents due 
to crowding of tones of the same type (i.e. L tone) with different functions, particularly 
when the duration of the starred tone needs to separate long accents from short ones. If 
rising accents did occur on monosyllables then we would need to be able to make a four­
way distinction in the timing of the rise on a single syllable. At this point this is a very 
speculative statement and more research would be needed to confirm this hypothesis. 
It is worth pointing out a historical perspective on the distribution of accents. The 
synchronic situation is a product of the so-called Neostokavian stress shift (started in the 
15th century). There were only the two falling accents in the old Stokavian dialects. The 
retraction of the stress from the syllable associated.with the H tone to the preceding syllable 
gave rise to the rising accents. In other words, the rising accents are the reanalysis of 
the situation that arose when the stressed syllable was no longer associated with the H 
tone. This separation of the link between a stressed syllable and a H tone thus seems to be 
adequately captured in the proposal given in this paper. 
4.1.2 Double-Accented Words 
An additional piece of evidence for the %L word boundary can be found in double­
accented words. The concept of a doubly accented word may seem odd since I am assuming 
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. 
that a definition of a phonological word is a prosodic unit with only one pitch-accent and, 
as I am also arguing here, a word boundary tone. However, there seem to be exceptions 
to my definition of phonological word. It is possible to find examples of double-accented 
phonological words. These words are always polymorphemic, and are in free variation 
with variants realized with one pitch accent. They give us an example of what a string of 
pitch accents looks like without a word boundary. 
The following pitch track shows two near-identical sentences containing a word 
najmanja 'the smallest', which can have either the long-falling accent on the first syllable 
naj- or it can have two long-falling accents on the first and on the second syllable.3 The 
utterance on the left side contains the one-accented version and the utterance on the right 
side, the two-accented version. 
"I"' "'"I" •1 "' •1 'I' •1.• I' 'I" I' "l'"'"'I" tl 
. ' 
~­
. .
~· 
. ~-.-
Figure 20: Two utterances of the sentence: Njegova i najmanja greika me iznervira 
'(Even) his smallest mistake irritates me.' The shaded parts of the ID represents 
the word najmmija in the two utterances; the one on the right contains a double-· 
. accented word. 
If there were a word boundary tone in the double-accented word, then the L tone 
between the two peaks would have been lower and the two peaks would not have been of 
the same height (as is the case for succeeding w_ords, since downstep is a part of every 
intonational phrase, and will be discussed in section 4.2.3). To see the difference between 
a double accented word and two words under the same accent as the double accented word, 
I provide the following pitch track, where the word najmanja occurs in the first utterance 
and the words moj mali, which have the same accent pattern across the same number of 
syllables, are in the second utterance. 
3Stevanovic (I 989:43 I) notes that some long forms of superlatives obligatorily have two accents, such as 
najdostojanstveniji 'the most dignified'. 
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Figure 21: The first utterance, on the left, Njegova i najmanja greika me iz,zervira 
'(Even) his smallest mistake irritates me.' contains a double accented word; the 
second utterance, on the right, Njegov i moj mali mene nitvoli 'His and my young 
one doesn't like me.' contains two words, with the same number of syllables as the 
first utterance, in the position of the double accented word. The shaded parts of the 
fO point to. the parts in the two utterances relevant for the comparison. 
In a purely autosegmental account, this state of affairs is difficult to account for 
since all surface tones are associated to the tone-bearing units. In an autosegmental/metrical 
account, argued for here, the tone string is being decomposed into culminative and de­
marcative tones, which in tum are associated to different units in a prosodic structure. 
To summarize, I have introduced a new concept into the description of the SC 
prosody, the %L word'boundary tone. The evidence presented so far for the word boundary 
comes from two sources: the pitch dip observed in sequence of words.under a rising and a 
falling accent, and the pitch level differences observed when this dip is compared to the dip 
in sequences of falling accents in polymorphemic words such as najmanja. These differ­
ences in F0 pattern within a morphological word and across two words is easily explained in 
autosegmental/metrical account. The two pitch contours can be given two different parses 
by having the two L tones be part of different constituents in prosodic structure. In more 
classical autosegmental accounts with only one type of tone-bearing unit, on the other hand, 
both strings are analyzed as the same HLH sequence. 
The third piece ofevidence for a L \Vord boundary tone will be introduced in section 
4.2.3, where I will try to argue for the downstep model of the downtrend in SC. If the idea 
that downs'tep is a consequence of the alternation between H and L tones is correct, as 
suggested in autosegmental literature on African tone languages (see e.g. Clements and 
Ford 1979, 1981) then we might expect SC to use the H L alternation as a trigger for 
downstep regardless of where the L comes from in the grammar of tone. But, as can 
already be seen in Figure 20, the sequence of two peaks in double-accented word has the 
peaks at the same level; wher.eas the sequence of two peaks in two consecutive words, 
which I claim· are separated by a %L word boundary tone, the two peaks are not at the 
same level. Consequently, it seems reasonable to speculate that it is the presence of a %L 
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word boundary that would account for the downstep model in SC very naturally, rather 
than saying that downstep occurs with any H L sequence. But before we can accept that as 
evidence, the nature of the downtrend needs to be examined in more detail to see whether 
a downstep account is tenable. 
In this section, I also hypothesized that the presence of the %L boundary tone allows 
us to explain the distribution of the rising accents by assuming that the sequence of %LL* 
tones followed by +H needs more space for realization than a single syllable. 
4.1.3 Clitics 
Serbo-Croatian has morphological words which lack both stress and accent and thus 
are called toneless words, i.e., clitics. These words are prosodically dependent on phono­
logical words. There are two types of clitics in SC, proclitics and enclitics. Prepositions 
are proclitics, they cliticize to the noun that follows them.4 Short forms of personal pro­
nouns and verbal auxiliaries are encltics. They are the so-called second position clitics, 
they cliticize to the preceding word. In this section, I show that proclitics and enclitics 
differ not only with respect to whether they precede or follow their host but also in their 
tonal specification. I argue that proclitics realize an edge tone, whereas enclitics have no 
tonal properties. 
The shaded parts in Figures 22-24 show the prosodic behavior of a preposition 
(prema 'towards'), which is a proclitic, in three different positions in the sentence, initial, 
early medial, and late medial positions. Absolute final position of a preposition is not 
possible, since preposition stranding is not a syntactic option. 
,. 
r 
c;~ 
' ,-· 
. :.-. 
"" ~ I .,. I. • • •I.• " ' •!I ' 
Figure 22: Prema jodnnj banji je jurio Milan 'Milan was rushing towards the iodine 
spa.' 
4Negative particle ne is also a 11roclitic, however I will exclude it from consideration in this paper. It 
cliticizes on to the verb that it modifies. Sometimes it even incorporates into the verb, i.e., nisam < ne jesam 
'am.not'. When unincorporated, it can sometimes attract the accent ne wam 'I don't know'. Prepositions do 
not attract the accent. It thus differs from prepositions, in the dialect I am describing. 
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Figure 23: Milovanova mamaje premajodnoj banjijurila 'Milovan's mother was rush­
ing towards the iodine spa.' 
-
. ' 
..... 
Figure 24: Milovanjejurio premajodnoj banji 'Milovan was rushing towards the iodine 
spa.' 
The sequence of a proclitic and its host, prema jodnoj 'towards iodine', in Figures 
22-24, according to a traditional wisdom is a sequence of a toneless word and a word with 
the long-falling accent. In an autosegmental account, these moras would be assigned a L 
tone by default. In the autosegmental/metrical account, the proclitic would be realizing 
the left word boundary tone and the prediction would be that the Fo associated with the 
preposition would be an interpolation between the edge tone and the accent. 
However, the above three figures allow us to see that the Fa of proclitics in all three 
positions is__ comparatively low and flat, and does not contain a peak. Moreover, the rise to 
the peak of the falling accent does not start until the beginning of the word that bears that 
accent. That is, the Fa stretch relating to the preposition seem clearly separated from the Fa 
relating to the host of the preposition. I propose that we analyze proclitics as a sequence that 
realizes a left edge tone, an initial %L word boundary tone. That is, proclitics add edges 
with no heads. Thus, a sequence of a proclitic and its host is a realization of two edge tones 
and an accent: %L %L T*+T:·The motivation for this analysis comes from the Fa on the 
proclitic, which starts low and stays low (or even falls slightly) until the beginning of the 
word the clitic is attached to. Since, in examples like above, we have a word under the long 
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falling accent, i.e. H*+L, without a %L at the host's edge we would predict a steady rise 
towards the accent H tone from the left edge of the proclitic. However, we always get a 
steep rise only at the beginning of the left edge of the host of the proclitic and not from the 
left edge of the proclitic itself. 
In contrast to proclitics, enclitics do not have an edge tone associtated with them. 
They are truly toneless morphemes. In SC, enclitics cluster in ·the so-called second position. 
The second position is an elusive concept because its best definition is a disjunction: 'the . 
second position is either after the first accented word, or after the first accented constituent' 
(see Browne 1967:5, who was the first to discuss SC enclitic placement in the generative 
literature). 
In Figures 22-24, we have an auxiliary clitic je occuring in various positions. In 
Figure 22 it occurs after the third phonological word, in Figure 23 after the second, and in 
Figure 24 after the first. In all of these figures we can observe that the clitic functions as 
material that interpolates between two tonal specifications: the accent of its host and the 
%L word boundary tone of the succeeding word. 
To summarize, proclitics and encltics differ prosodically. Proclitics carry a word 
edge tone, whereas clitics do not. · 
In this section I have argued, on the basis of tonal evidence, for.a prosodic unit 
which I call the phonological word. This prosodic domain is defined by a word bound­
ary tone as a delimitative marker and a pitch accent as a culminative marker. I have also 
shown that in some cases we have a unit which may lack a culminative marker, such as 
proclitics, or a unit which may lack a delimitative marker, such as double-accented words. 
These prosodic units are fused with other units that complement them to form a phono­
logical word. It would be interesting to see if tonal evidence for this prosodic unit can be 
strengthened by segmental evidence as well. 
4.2 Intonational Phrase 
In this section I discuss a prosodic constituent higher than the phonological word, 
namely, the intonational phrase. Two major properties of this prosodic constituent are 
phrase acc~nts, boundary tones, and pitch range manipulation. That is, pitch range ex­
pansion and contraction, and boundary tones can be used as probe for prosodic structure 
above the word in SC. I show that this prosodic constituent realizes four types of tones: 
two boundary tones, L% and H% in combination with two phrase accents, L- and H-. 
4.2.1 Initial Position 
Both the sentence initial position and the discourse initial position in an utterance 
have the highest H target of all the phonological words in a sentence. However, the two 
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differ by the level of H. The utterance inital H is higher than the sentence inital H. This 
position is set off from the rest of the words by the relatively higher pitch target regardless 
of the syntactic status of the constituent or the word. That is, the H tone in the first position 
is higher than the H in the second position regardless of whether the phonological word is 
a syntactic unit by itself or a part of a larger phrase. 
To illustrate this point, consider a more elaborate utterance (in Figure 25) consisting 
of three sentences instead of just one. We can notice that the H in each subsequent sentence 
initial position is slightly lower than the preceding one. Thus, the absolute utterance-initial 
position is always set off from all the others by its highest H target. We can see this clearly 
in the pitch track in Figure 23, representing the following text:' 
(3) a. Milovanova mama je zurila na voz. 
Molovan's mother aux hurried on train 
Milovan's mother was rushing to catch a train. 
b. Nije imala vremena da gleda ljude u prolazu, 
not.aux had time that look.at people in transit 
She didn't have the time to observe people around her, 
c. ali je njenu paznju Marija ipak privukla. 
but aux her attention Mary still attracted 
but Mary still managed to attract her attention. 
Figure 25: Three consecutive sentences from example (3), showing the set off peaks of 
the inital constituents and scaling of thi, three peaks across discourse. 
Each pair of adjacent sentences in the above sequence is separated by a short pause, 
yet their initial H targets create an internal slope thereby bringing cohesiveness to the whole 
utterance. The internal structure of the three sentence utterance is reminiscent of English 
utterances as documented by Lehiste (1975). Lehiste showed that in English paragraphs, 
utterances are characterized by a certain intonation structure, the so-called 'paragraph in­
tonation'. The relationship between pitch range and discourse topic structure has also been 
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suggested by Brown et al. (1980) and Hirschberg & Pierrehumbert (1986) for English, and 
by Gr¢nnum (1985) for Danish. 
4.2.2 Declarative Sentence Final Position 
The sentence final position is also characterized by its distinctive intonational shape. · 
Any type of a syntactic constituent with any type of a word accent in a sentence final posi­
tion shows a highly reduced pitch range with the pitch very close to the speaker's base line. 
This effect is treated as final lowering in Inkelas and Zee (1988:240) or laryngealization by 
Lehiste and Ivie (1986:186). L&J point out that the effects of,laryngealization very often 
seem to lead to neutralization of the accents in a sentence final position. This leads I&Z to 
posit the rule of final lowering, which stipulates the insertion ofa L tone on the last syllable 
of the last word over-riding the H of the lexical accent (which in their model is always an 
associated tone). This rule makes a prediction that accents in disyllabic words are neutral­
ized in sentence final position. The data that I have collected show that the distinctions 
among the word accents are still preserved (Godjevac 1999). However, the distinctions are 
reduced relative to the initial or medial positions in a sentence of this type. Hence, I would 
argue that a phonological representation should not include a rule like l&Z's final lower­
ing, since the phenomenon appears to be. an effect of some aspect of backdrop pitch range, 
which Figure 25 shows can be varied in continuous but systematic way to gradiently signal 
a position within the larger discourse. 
· The following two figures show the difference induced by the sentence position on 
the same words. In the first figur~. Figure 26, we can see the initial position of the word 
mlada 'young' and the final position occupied by the other member of this minimal pair, 
the worcl mlada 'bride'. In the second figure, Figure 27, the two words are in the reversed 
positions. This illustration allows us to see the difference between a falling 'accent and a 
rising accent in the sentence initial vs. final position. 
Figure 26: Mlada je devojka mlada 'A/l'he young girl is a/the bride.' 
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Figure 27: Mladaje devojka mliula 'A!fhe bride is a young girl.' 
From the above figures we can see that the rising accent stays level in the final 
position, whereas the falling accent is falling, and it actually becomes laryngealized. La­
ryngealization is a low pitch common to final falling intonation. Note that in Figure 26 
vocalization seen in the wave form continued past the point where the pitch extraction al­
gorithm gives up. The wave form shows the irregular (Iaryngealized) pulses whereas the 
pitch track is empty. Therefore, there is a clear differentiation between the two accents even 
in the sentence final position. The reduction of the pitch range did not erase the lexical tonal 
distinctions.5 · 
The rule of final lowering of I&Z is an insertion of a L tone on the final mora of an 
utterance. This rule predicts that the final syllable of mlada should be lower than the last 
mora of the first syllable, which would be assigned the lexical H. As we can see from the 
Figure 27, that prediction is not borne out. 
Instead of positing a final L insertion rule, which effectively erases the lexical H, 
I posit a L- phrase accent. That is, declarative utterances are marked by a L- phrase ac­
cent, followed by a L% boundary tone. The accent and the boundary tone are properties 
of a higher level phonological constituent, the intonational phrase. They are realized by 
lowering the pitch range of the constituent that carries the phrasal marking: the right-most 
constituent in neutral prosodic conditions, or whatever constituent is chosen in the case of 
prosodic f<?Cus, as we will see in section 4.2.4. 
The consequence of the higher level tones on the final position in neutral prosodic 
contexts can be observed by looking how it affects the final peak in longer utterances. It 
is clear that the peak in the final constituent's F0 is lower than the proportional reduction 
5There is some additional evidence for the preservation of the falling/rising distinction. In her acquisition 
study of SC accents, Kariya (198:J:60) notes that 'the distinction between rising and falling accents was 
evident from patterns of post-stressed syllable deletion: the vowel in a syllable immediately after a falling 
accent was much more likely to be whispered or deleted than the vowel in a syllable immediately after a 
rising accent 
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based on the preceeding peaks would have predicted. Schematically, we could represent 
that relationship in the following way: 
Hz 
4 peaks 
Figure 28: Schematic representation of the peak-proportions for an utterance of 5 
phonological words. 
I claim that this is a direct consequence of the two final L tones, L-L%, associated 
with the higher level prosodic constituent, the intonational phrase.6 
Thus, what seemed like a conspiracy against lexical accents in final position is just a 
consequence of tonal marking of higher level prosodic constituents. _Lexical accents are still 
present in the final position, but they are affected by the higher level tones. This analysis 
predicts _that the shorter the content word in the final position, the more crowded tones wiH 
be, and consquently the more difficult it would be to see them by observing (measuring) the 
F0• Hence, under the assumption that tones are only properties of syllables, the conclusion 
that the accents are neutralized in this position seemed inevitable. 
There is another piece of evidence that accents are not neutralized in the final po­
sition: they show up clearly under prosodic narrow focus. I will present this evidence in 
section 4.2.4, as a part of the discussion of prosodic focus. 
Before I close this section I want to bring up again the question of where the L 
word boundary tone belongs. I proposed earlier that we assume that the word boundary 
tone belongs to the left edge, that is, at the beginning of every word. My reasoning for this 
has to with the intonational phrase initial words. Since falling accents are specified for a 
6This property may be similar t<l;whatLibennan & Pierrehumbert (1984) found for English and for which 
they proposed a phonetic rule of final lowering. If under a more scrupulous investigation the sequence of 
the two L tones cannot account for the Fo in the final position, a rule of final lowering analogous to the rule 
proposed for English would also be necessary for Serbo-Croatian. 
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HI.. melody we would expect that they would start higher than words with rising accents 
which have a LH melody. However, if we compare the initial constituents in Figure 26 
and Figure 27 (which a,re minimal pairs), we see that both start with the same F0, which 
is relatively low. The fundamental frequency of the word in Figure 26, which is under a 
rising accent, stays low, whereas the word in Figure 27, which is under a falling accent, 
rises steeply to reach its H tone. It is easy to account for this similarity in the F0 pattern of 
the beginnings of words, if we postulate a L word boundary tone at the left edge of a word. 
4.2.3 Downtrend 
From the all figures presented thus far we can also observe that the pitch contour 
of the SC declarative, broad focus utterance exhibits a certain downward motion. That is, 
each subsequent phonological word in the sentence has a lower H target than the preceding 
one. This behavior of the declarative tune needs to be accounted for. The decline in the 
pitch level as a declarative utterance evolves seems to be a fairly common phenomenon 
crosslinguistically (Ladd 1996:73). 
Modelling of the pitch decline across an utterance can be done in several ways. 
One model reduces the high and the low tones in. a declination mode equally, keeping the 
tonal space the same over time. A different model reduces high tones (Pierrehumbert & 
Beckman 1988). A more complicated model reduces both high and low tones but each 
of them differently (Pierrehumbert 1980). A schematic representation of these models is 
illustrated in the following figure. 
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(Ladd 1996) 
(Pierrehumbert & Beckman 1988) 
(Pierrehumbert 1980) 
Figure 29: Declination models 
However, declination is not the only way to account for the pitch decline across an 
utterance. _Pierrehumbert (1980) has shown that for English, it is also possible to assume 
a downstep model. The difference between a downstep model and a declination model is 
in the predictions of the way pitch level is realized between relevant peaks. According to 
a declination model, the pitch level declines all the time, that is, even between the relevant 
peaks. According to a downstep model, the pitch level is level between the relevant peaks 
and it only declines in a step motion at a relevant point. Downstep models can also be mod­
elled in several ways, similarly to the declination models mentioned above. A schematic 
illustration of the downstep models is presented in the following figure. 
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(Pierrehumbert 1980) 
(Ladd 1996) 
Figure 30: Downstep models 
L&I have observed that Serbo-Croatian sentences show an overall downtrend. Their 
data offer a possible answer to the question regarding modelling of this downtrend. As they 
show in their figure 3.6, the peaks and valleys of falling and rising accents scale differently. 
The downtrend across peaks is steeper than that for the lows, and moreover, the peaks 
and valleys of the falling accents are higher and lower respectively, than the peaks and the 
valleys of the rising accents. The precise modelling of the downtrend is not possible with 
the current data. However, the informal evidence suggests that this downward slope is not 
a continuous declination of the pitch but rather a downstep of the highs and possibly lows 
within an intonational phrase. In addition to the above mentioned models of downtrend, 
it is possible to imagine a model that may involve a combination of a downstep of the 
highs arid a declination of the lows. In what follows, I will show what kind of evidence.we 
have and will tentatively argue for a downstep model, although precisely which type of a 
downstep model will be left open. 
A typical effect we find in connection to downtrend in SC can be seen clearly in 
Figure 31. 
Figure 31: Njegova tena je imala rame drangulije 'His wife had all sorts of junk.' 
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In Figure 31, we can notice that the Hof every word (i.e. the lexical H tone, which is part of 
every phonological word regardless of the accent) is slightly lower than the preceding one, 
modulo the first and the final words, which seem to be subject to their special position in an 
utterance. Thus, there is a clear effect of the downtrend in a declarative utterance. If we as­
sume that the pitch range falls steadily throughout the utterance, as in a declination model, 
then this is not surprising. What a declination model also predicts is the steady decline of 
the pitch even in syllables that· are marked for the same tone. So, a good testing ground for 
this prediction would be an utterance consisting of longer wo,rds whose accent is later in 
the word. A good clll¼didate for this would be ttie word omalovaf.6.vanje 'humiliation.'. 
The following three figures. show the word omalovaf.6.vanje 'humiliation' in the 
three sentence positions, initial, medial and final, respectively. 
Figure 32: Omalovaiavanje Milan nije voleo ·'Humiliation, Milan didn't like.' 
Figure 33: Milan omalovaf.avanje nije voleo 'Milan didn't like humiliation.' 
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Figure 34: Milan nije voleo omalovaiavanje 'Milan didn't like humiliation.' 
The pitch tracks in Figures 32-34 show us that the syllables which are not affected 
by the lexical accent or the boundary tone in sentence initial and sentence final positions 
do not stay level completely, but seem to show a slight slope, whereas in medial position 
they stay level. This is even more prominent in Figure 35 in which the relevant portions are 
shaded: 
~·~"°~ 
'I'' 'I ' '''I"" "I '' I ''" '' 
• 
• , ,t ••••• ., •••• ,,1.,,
-
- -
.,...,,,.,.,.,...,•• ,,..-:: 1.111r N'l't"'rxr 
Figure 35: Omalovaiavanje, omalovaiavanje, omalovaiavanje, omalovaiavanje 'Hu­
miliation, humiliation, humiliation, humiliation.' 
Schematically, the slopes of the unaccented syllables found in Figure 36 (the shaded 
areas) can be represented in the following way: 
Figure 36: Schematic represenatation of slopes in Figure 35. 
Figure 36 schematically represents the slight slope of the unaccented syllable 
strings in initial and firial positions in a sentence. We do. not observe the same effect in 
medial positions .. Since a declination model would predict a slope in medial positions, I 
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propose a downstep model as an account of the downtrend within an intonational phrase.7 
Although these stretches may seem to be too short for a definite conclusion regarding the L 
tones, we may confidently say that L tones are not subject to whatever it is that is reducing 
the successive H tones to the same degree. Sentence initial position and sentence final po­
sition would have to be accounted separately. However, given that these two positions have 
additional properties not shared by others (discussed in section 4.2.1 & 4.2.2), they require 
a special treatment anyway. 
I want to introduce another property of the SC prosodic system that I will call a 
'pleating effect', which seems to be a direct function of the length of the utterance and is 
relevant for any modeling of the downtrend. To my knowledge, this was first discussed in 
Kostic (1983). Basically, the pitch range gets partially reset to a higher target at constituent 
boundaries as the utterance gets longer.8 This effect has also been noted for Japanese by 
Kubozono (1992), although he called it 'metrical boost' and gave it a specifically rhythmic 
interpretation. As he explains, the phenomenon: . 
•... can be understood [in such a way] that the downstepped phrase has been 
raised by the phonetic realization rule of metrical boost to such an extent 
that it is now realized higher than the [previous] phrase. This case is typical 
... at major syntactic boundaries ...' 
I will illustrate this phenomenon in SC by a series of three pitch tracks that represent 
a successive lengthening of a simple sentence. The three sentences are as follows: 
(4) a. Njegova zena je imala dve vioiine. 
his.NOM wife.NOM AUX bad two violins.Ace 
.'His wife had two violins.' 
b. Njegova zena je imala dve violine iz . istog perioda. 
his.NOM wife.NOM AUX had two violins.Ace from same period 
'His wife had two violins from the same period.' 
c. Njegova zena iz prvog braka je imala dve violine · iz istog perioda 
his.NOM wife.NOM from first marriage AUX had two violins.Ace from same period 
'His wife from his first marriage had two violins from the same period.' 
An utterance of the sentence in example ( 4a) has no pleating effect, as the following 
pitch track shows: 
7The slight difference in the medial stretches defined by L tones can be explained by treating the L word­
edge tone and the L • of the accent as different targets for the L. 
8The partial reset of the declinafon was discussed in Ladd (1984, 1988); however the partial reset was a 
function of scope disambiguation between two conjunctions, 'and' and 'but'. The partial reset may have the 
same function in SC as well, but, it need not, as in the case I am presenting. It can simply be a function of the 
length. 
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Figure 37: Njegova ienaje imala dve violine 'His wife had tw!i> violins.' 
As we can see, the H targets get lower and lower in the utterance as we proceed from the 
beginning to the end, The next two pitch tracks.illustrate a 'pleating effect'. 
r· ·.·"'·.... 
/i
' I
-J .../'\ 
Figure 38: Njegova ienaje imala dve violine iz istog perioda'His wife had two violins 
from the same period.' 
Figure 39: Njegova iena iz prvog braka je imala dve violine iz istog perioda 'His wife 
from his first marriage had two violins from the same period.' 
The pitch range reset at each phrase is done in such a way that the level of the H 
tone is reset to the same level, or a slightly higher level than the preceding H tone, thereby 
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breaking up the downtrend. This is the 'pleating' effect. There is no focal prominence on 
· any ofthese constituents in which the first H was reset to a higher pitch range. 
Beckman & Pierrehumbert (1986) show, the reset of the pitch range can serve as 
evidence for .a phrase boundary, as they used it, in addition to pausing, in arguing for 
an intennediate phrase in English. So, is the 'pleating effect' then a matter of p~c 
phrasing? That is, do the points of reset correspond to prosodic boundaries of any sort? 
And if so, what type of prosodic constituent do these points correspond to? I propose that 
these units are phrases which are the domain for the local manipulation of the pitch range, 
i.e. downstep, as also proposed for English by Pierrehumbe'rt (1980). I will call them 
intennediate phrases. 
Formation of intennediate phrases is sensitive to syntactic boundaries. However, 
the syntactic boundaries that seem to be relevant do not form a natural class. Consider 
the resetting of the pitch range in Figures 38 and 39. In Figure 38, the reset is done at 
a. boundary between a noun phrase and its PP modifier (adjunct). In Figure 39, there are 
four reset points: (1) at the same point as in Figure 38, (2) at the point of a syntactic 
head/complement boundary (V and NP), (3) at the point between the last constituent in the 
subject NP and the first constituent of the VP (i.e., the main verb), and (4) at the boundary 
between an NP and its PP modifier (the same boundary as in (1)). These are the two basic 
types of syntactic boundaries: head/complement and head/modifier. Because both types of · 
syntactic boundaries can function as reset points, I take this to be evidence that intennediate 
phrases cannot be derived by an algorithm sensitive to syntactic relations, such as the one 
proposed. by Nespor & Vogel (1986). In addition, an end-based algorithm, as proposed by 
Selkirk (1986), also does not make the correct prediction. An end-based algorithm would 
predict intennediate phrases in shorter utterances, such as those depicted in Figure 37, 
where we never find them. 
As I have shown, and as Kostic (1983) has also claimed, intennediate phrase for­
mation is a function of the length of an utterance. Kostic claims that the relevant crossover 
point is 5 words. That is, utterances that are longer than five words will inevitably be real­
ized as more than one grouping ofwords, or in our terminology more than one intermediate 
phrase. However, how many intermediate phrases an utterance of six words will have is 
not detennined. As Kostic argues, there could be two or three. That is, we expect speakers 
to differ in the way they chutl!c the utterance. Thus, even though syntactic boundaries are 
relevant to the fonnat'ion of intermediate phrases, knowing where the syntactic boundaries 
are will not necessarily give us the correct grouping of words into intermediate phrases, 
because they differ both within speakers and across speakers. 
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4.2.4 Prosodic Focus 
So far, we have looked at utterances which do not have any prosodic prominence 
except for the lexical stress. That is, prosodically they are al.I broad focus. Semantically, 
however, the focus domain is determined by the interaction of this prosodic property and 
word order considerations. So, prosodic broad focus is what I call neutral intonation. 
In this section I tum to prosodic focus. By prosodic focus, I mean prosodically 
marked emphasis on some constituent in a sentence. Serbo-Croatian allows its constituents 
to be prosodically focused, which in tum signals semantic focus as well. Since semantic 
focus is crucial for interpretation of utterances, both for their truth conditional and non­
truthconditional meaning, the investigation of prosodic focus is crucial in the overall un­
derstanding of the language. Semantic focus in SC can be signaled via word order as well 
as prosodically. For word order to function as semantic focus marking, prosodic focus must 
be absent. That is, the sentence intonation must be neutral. 
Any phonological word (words that can bear accent) can be prosodically focused 
regardless of its position in the sentence and its syntactic function. Toe phonetic effects 
of prosodic focusing are pitch range manipulation of the focal constituent and its environ­
ment. A focal constituent is realized in a slightly expanded pitch range, whereas post-focal 
constituents are realiz.ed in a significantly reduced pitch range. In addition, pre-focal con­
stituents may also be affected by a slight compression of the pitch range. The following 
five figures show the same sentence with different prosodic focus patterns. The first figure 
shows the sentence Jelena daje Mariji limun 'Jelena is giving Mary a lemon' in a broad fo. 
cus utter,ance. The next four figures show the same sentence with a prosodic narrow focus 
on one of the constituents in the sentence, a different one in each case. · 
Figure 40: Jelena daje Mariji limun 'Jelena is giving Mary a lemon.' 
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Figure 41: Jelena daje Marlji limllll 'JELENA is giving Mary a le~oo.i 
Figure 42: Jelena daje Mariji limun 'Jelena is GIVING Mary a lemon.' 
Figure 43: Jelena daje Mariji llmun. 'Jelena is giving MARY a lemon.' 
Figure 44: Jelena daje Marljl llmun. 'Jelena is giving Mary a LBMON.' 
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Looking at the peaks, we may notice that the prosodic focus on Jelena, in Figure 
41, didn't raise the peak of this word but instead has reduced the peaks of the subsequent 
constituents. Prosodic focus. on the verb seems to have lowered the .H of the initial word 
and also reduced the peaks ori the subsequent words. In Figures 43 and 44 , the peaks of 
the focused constituent seem to be higher than in the broad focus utterance, Figure 40. We 
can also look at what happens to the final constituent. There seem to be three types of real­
ization of this word: in a broad focus utterance, Figure 40, after a prosodic focus, Figures 
41, 42, and 43, and being prosodically focused itself, Figure 44. A broad focus utterance 
gives the final constituent a reduced pitch range. The constituents following prosodically 
focused constituent manifest a much flatter pitch line. In otl)er words, narrow focus af- · 
fects post-focal constituents via pitch range reduction. The pitch range manipulation can 
be represented in the following way: 
Focal pitch range}} Post-focal 
-------====------- pitch range · 
Figure 45: Schematic representation of pre-focal and post-focal pitch range reduction. 
Prosodic focus affects the final constituent by widening the pitch range for this constituent, 
which is the reverse of what is observed for this position when it is not prosodically focused. 
This expansion of the pitch range for the final constituent allows the manifestation of the 
lexical accent with no reduction. This is another piece of evidence that the final position 
does not neutralize the accents (see section 4.2.2). 
The next figure shows a familiar utterance from section 4.2.3. with the narrow focus 
on zena 'woman'. Being a longer utterance, the effect of prosodic focus is more obvious in 
the pitch track of this utterance than in a shorter utterance. 
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Figure 46: Another illustration of the pitch range reduction ~ the prosodic focus: 
Njegova iena je imala rame drangulije u svakom uglu sobe 'His WIFE had all sorts 
of junk in every comer of the room.' 
The same effect of prosodic focus is reported for Mandarin Chinese (Jin 1996) and 
for Hindi (Hamsberger & Judge .1996). Jin shows that post-focused constituents (post­
stressed syllables in his terminology) are affected by a significant pitch range reductj.on, 
whereas pre-focused constituents are not. According to Hamsberger & Judge (1996), Hindi 
also signals prosodic focus by drastically reducing the pitch range of the post-focal con­
stituents, a phenomenon which they call register compression. 
How can we account for the pitch range effect due to prosodic focus? I propose 
that focus is signaled by a phrase accent. The L- tone of the phrase accent is realized at the 
right edge of tlie word which is focused. That is, the phrase accent is realized earlier than 
the right edge of its phrase and spans over the string in the post-focal domain, which in turn 
lowers the pitch range for those constituents. 
4.2.5 Morphologically Marked Questions 
In this section, I look at the intonation of three types ofquestions: two types of yes­
no questions, both of which employ the question particle li, and standard wh-questions. 
The point of this section is to show that there are no prosodic differences between 
declaratives.(that we have looked at thus far) and morphologically marked questions. That 
is, there is no special intonation necessary if the interrogative mood is morphologically 
specified. I look at wh-question, and yes-no questions. 
Unless they are echo-questions, wh-questions obligatorily have the wh-word at the 
beginning of the sentence. I~.. syntactic terms, wh-movement is obligatory. Grammatical 
status of the wh-constituent, argument vs. adjunct, does not affect the prosody of questions. 
Since wh-words are clause initial, their prosodic pattern is of the sentence initial position, 
discussed in 4.2.1, as the following pitch tracks show: 
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Figure 47: Koga Marija voli? 'Who does Mary love?' 
Wh-words can also be focused, in which case the prosodic focus effects are the 
same as in declaratives; the post-focal constituents are in a drastically reduced pitch range. 
Compare the declarative prosodic focus, Figure 46, and the prosodic foucs on the wh-word 
found in the following figure. 
Figure 48: Ko ima rame drangulije u svakom uglu sobe? 'Who has all sorts ofjunk in 
.. ·every comer of the room?' 
Yes-no questions are formed in several ways. The standard way is to start the ques­
tion with da Ii (Dali Marija voli Milana? 'Does Mary love Milan?'); li is a question 
particle, and dais a complementizer 'that'. Another way is to start the question withje li 
(Je li Marija voli Milana? 'Does Mary love Milan?'), je is the short (clitic) form of the 
. 3p.sg.pres. 'Of the verb 'to be'. Clitics are by definition unaccented forms; however, when 
je precedes the question particle, it bears a short-falling accent.9 And finally, the third way 
is to attach Ii to the tensed verb or some other constituent that is being questioned. For the 
purpose of illustration, here are some examples of the third strategy: 
(5) a. Milan Ii je opfao? 
Milan.NOM Ii AUX left 
'Was it Milan that left?' 
9That is, in order to support a clitic it must be prosodically "promoted" to an accented form. 
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b. Ode Ii Milan? 
left.AOR Ii Milan 
'Did Milan leave?' 
c. Kuci Ii je Milan otifao ? 
home Ii AUX Milan left 
'Was it home that Milan left?' 
A pitch track of a standard da li question is no different from a simple declarative 
utterance, as the following figure shows: 
Figure 49: Da lije Marija dolazila ove godine? 'Did Mary come this year?' 
However, the second type of yes-no questions, those with je li, seem to favor some addi­
tional focal prominence, most particularly on the verb, as also noted by Lehiste and Ivie 
1977. Prominence on the verb is also found in Russian morphologically unmarked ques­
tions (Ladd 1996). For example: ' 
iloo.•. ,,n.-<11 
Figure 50: Je li Marija dolazila ove godine? 'Did Mary COME this year?' 
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Figure 51: Je Ii Marija dolazila ove godine? 'Did Mary come THIS year?' 
Yes-no questions create high H targets for the lexical H tones of the focused con­
stituents, higher than prosodic focus in declarative sentences seems to produce (compare 
Figure 42 with Figure 50). There is a difference between a da ii-question and other types 
of morphologically marked yes-no questions. Da Ii-questions have the initial high rise, just 
like declaratives. 
To summarize, common to all questions is the fact that the final constituents do 
not exemplify a rise intonation. That is, there is no H% boundary tone at the end of a 
morphologically marked question. However, as we will see in the next section on question 
tags and the section on prompting intonation, the H% tone can mark utterances as questions 
when they are not morphologically marked Gust as in English). 
4.2.6 Question Tags 
Another way to ask a question, employing morphology, is to use a question tag zar 
ne? orjel' da? 'isn't it the case?'. The basic contour of these types of questions involves a 
rising intonation at the end. I use these utterances as evidence for a H% boundary tone of 
an intonational phrase. 
Figure 52: Marijaje dola:t.ila, zar ne? 'Mary came, didn't she?' 
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Figure 53: Marijaje dolazila, jel' da? 'Mary came, didn't she?' 
On the basis of contrast between the boundary tones in question tags and declarative 
utterances, I propose two different right edge intonational phrase boundary tones: L% and 
H%. Together with the phonological word left edge boundary tone, these tones are some 
of the markers of prosodic structure. · 
In the next section I introduce three new markers of prosodic structure: a L- phrase 
accent and H% boundary tone found in prompting intonation, a %H word boundary tone, 
found in double focus constructions, and H- phrase accent found in vocative chant. I discuss 
these contexts in a separate section because their tonal properties interact with lexical tonal 
specification that leads to loss of lexical information. 
5 Loss of Lexical Information 
5.1 Prompting Intonation 
Prompting intonation can be characterized as the intonation pattern used for elicita­
tion of information about some constituent. For example, it could be the intonation contour 
on Marija?! which can then have the meaning of: 'What about Mary? Tell me something 
about her.' This intonation pattern can also be used for signaling a yes-no question, or 
for signaling surprise. L&I have studied this intonation pattern as· a question intonation 
for morphologically unmarked yes-no questions. They name it 'a reverse pattern'. I will 
continue to call it prompting intonation in accordance with the terminology used by I&Z. 
As we wilh;ee, this intonation pattern seems to neutralize the lexical accents' patterns, the 
claim also made by L&I: 190. Prompting intonation then is an intonational morpheme that 
seems to overwrite the phonemic distinctions made by the lexical accents. 
In a constituent under the prompting intonation there is a steep rise immediately 
after the stressed syllable. 01_1e hypothesis would be that this rise could be represented as 
a H% boundary tone. However, I will argue that prompting intonation is not just a simple 
H% boundary tone, but that it is a sequence ofL- phrase accent followed by a H% boundary 
tone. The reason for this will become clear when we look at the pitch tracks of this contour. 
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In the following figures we see minimal pairs of the falling/rising opposition in 
prompting intonation. AIi four words have the stress on tJ:ie first syllable. 
,~ ­ - ;n,·· .;, - - /,..•
,.. ..... 
-;' ­
I• ­ -/ -:: ­ -., ­:). - :. 
..,.,-~ 
,.. ­ 1,­,_ , - .,,.-::_ 
-
-
~ _.,. 
~ 
I I 
"' 
Figure 54: Long Falling/Rising accents: the miDimal pair rovan 'plain' (falling accent) 
and it ravan 'flat' (rising accent) in prompting intonation. 
Figure 55: Shon Falling/Rising accents: orao 'he plowed' (falling accent) and orao 
. 'eagle' (rising accent) in prompting intonation. 
The above figures show us that it is v~ hard -to see any distinction among the 
minimal pairs in falling/rising opposition, as we saw it in declarative utterances. rtiat is, 
the F0 of the stressed syllable of the falling accents seems to be very similar (although 
there are some very small differences) to the stressed syllable of the rising accents in this 
intonational pattern even though according to their lexical specification we would expect 
them to be different, as they are in the declarative intonation pattern. Thus, this intonation 
pattern is a'·candidate for accent neutralization environment. 
According to my data, and also according to L&l's analysis, all the accents seem to 
be neutralized under the prompting intonation in terms of their Fo values. 
We can see that prompting intonation affects the portion starting at the stressed 
syllable by looking at words with late accent placement, as illustrated in the pattern on the, 
by now familiar, word omalovafavanje, in Figure 56. 
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Figure 56: Long-rising accent: omalovai.avanje 'humiliation' in citation fonn and 
prompting intonation. 
The fact that preac~entual syllables are not affected by the prompting intonation 
allows words with late accents to be more easily distinguished, since only rising accents 
occur on non-initial syllables. · 
Monosyllabic words (which can only bear a falling accent) also show a pattern that 
is hard to account for if we assume that the lexical infonnation is preserved under this 
intonation pattern, since there is no post-stressed syllable. The following pitch-tracks show 
the long-falling and the short-falling accent in a prompting intonation of a monosyllabic 
word. 
Figure 57: Long­
falling accent 
(jod 'iodine'). 
Figure 58: Short-
falling accent 
(fad 'grief'). 
As Figures 57-58 show, the prompting intonation can also be realized on a single 
syllable. The basic pattern of this intonation type is preserved; the super-high target is 
realized in the second half of the syllable, even in the word under the short-falling accent, 
which is monomoraic, as discussed in section 3.3.4. These examples provide evidence that 
tones associated to structurally higher units can overwrite the tonal specification from lower 
levels. · 
To account for this intonation pattern I propose a sequence of L- phrase accent 
followed by a H% boundary tone. There is a difference however in the alignment of this 
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phrase accent and the L- phrase accent that we see in declarative utterances. The L tone 
of this phrasal accent is anchored to the stressed syllable of the last word (or the focused 
word- see Figures 62 and 63), rather than being realized over the metrically non-prominent 
ultimate (or sometimes ultimate and penultimate) syllable of the rightmost word. Grice et 
al. (in press) show that this is a characteristic of question accents in a number of unrelated 
Eastern European languages and their varieties, such as Hungarian, Romanian, and Greek. 
Serbo-Croatian has evidently also aquired this areal property. 
Prompting intonation is also a prosodic focus marker, albeit with a question/surprise 
semantics rather than emphasis alone. Indicative sentences can be given interrogative mood 
with this intonation pattern. Figures 59 and 60 are examples of morphologically unmarked 
yes-no questions under the prompting intonation. Reversing the word order in the question 
produces a different focus, as indicated by the translation. 
~0.0. 
·­
·~··.:. 
- - -
Figure 59: Marija 
DOLAZI? . 'Mary is 
COMING?' 
Figure 60: Dolazi MAR­
IJA? 'MARY is com­
ing?' 
Figure 61: Ove godine dolazi Marija? 'MARY is coming this year?' 
These examples are interesting because of the interaction between prompting into­
nation and focus of the question. The focus of the question is the word which bears the 
phrase accent, i.e. the edge constituent in the above examples. To a limited extent, it is 
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possible to extend this edge. The following pitch tracks illustrate this point with both rising 
and falling accents. 
- ~:...~~ 
"""'-"'"""'-­ ~ -_J' ,~_ 
- . -~~ 
Figure 62: Marija dolazi bve gbdine? 'Mary is coming THIS year?' 
Figure 63: Marija dolazi ovog Jutra? 'Mary is coming THIS morning?' 
As we can see in Figures 62-63, the focused constituent is under the prompting 
intonation, and the constituent after it is in a highly raised and compressed pitch range. 
Falling/rising distinction also seems to be lost in this position. The length of the stretch 
following the H boundary tone seems to be limited to relatively short strings. As is even 
more clear in these examples, the L tone is anchored to the stressed syllable of the focused 
constituent, whereas the H tone is always at the edge. In other words, the two tones are 
timed differently. · 
As 'Ladd (1996) and Grice et al. (in press) show, in Hungarian, Romanian, and 
Greek questions are marked by the sequence L* H L, where the L * targets the stressed syl­
lable of the focused word, and the HL sequence follows. In Hungarian the HL sequence tar­
gets the last two syllables of the phrase, whereas in Greek and Romanian the H tone of this 
sequence will target a stresse_d syllable if there are any. Thus, Serbo-Croatian prompting 
intonation differs from the one in the surrounding languages in the.fact that Serbo-Croatian 
the tonal sequence is bitonal rather. than tritonal, as it is in these langauges. Serbo-Croatian 
does not have the final L boundary tone found in these languages. 
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5.2 Double Focus 
In this section I introduce a new structural marker, a %H word boundary tone. I 
claim that this tonal marking occurs on certain focal constituents, such as the dependent 
variable in a double focus construction, or contrastive and metalinguistic focal prominence. 
A double focus construction is an utterance which is an answer to a multiple wh­
qeustion, such as 'Who ate what?'. These types of utterances in English were first discussed 
by Jackendoff (1972) and later by Liberman and Pierrehumbert (1984). Jackendoff's ex­
ample, 'FRED ate the BEANS', was described in terms of his A andB accents. TheB accent 
is associated with the independent variable (the value for the wh-word that was fixed first) 
and the A accent with the dependent variable. This construction is also found in SC, and 
as I show creates contours very different from the ones we have already seen. Consider the 
following pitch track. 
Figure 64: Jelenn je Mariji dala. 'Jelena gave to Mary.' This utterance was an answer 
to the question Ko je kome dao limun? 'Who gave a lemon to whom?' 
My analysis of the above contour is that the utterance consists of two intonational 
phrases: [Jelena je]1p 1 [Mariji dala]rP2, The first intonational phrase (IPl) contains a 
phrase which functions as the independent variable, and it is under prompting intonation. 
This tonal string then is %L L- H% (a word boundary tone and a L- phrase accent and Ho/o 
boundary tone (prompting intonation)), where lexical tones are possibly overwritten. The 
IP2 starts with %H because the phonological word whose edge coincides with the left edge 
of the intonational phrase functions as the dependent variable. So, the tonal string in IP2 is 
%H L *+H L *+H L %, with pitch compression after the focused constituent. Evidence for 
this analysis comes from utterances where the two types of focus are separated. 
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Figure 65: Jelenaje dala limun Mariji. 'Jelena gave·a lemon to Mary.' This utterance 
was an answer to the question Koje kome dao limun? 'Wh~gave a lemon to whom?' 
When the independent focus is not followed by the dependent focus, there is usually 
a break between the two phrases. In the above utterance, Figure 65, the dependent focus 
was placed at the end of the utterance. We can see that even in the final position, which as 
we have seen is low in broad focus utterances and especially low in non-focused utterances, 
there are two pieces of evidence for %H boundary tone: (a) there is no dip in the pitch 
contour signalling the L word boundary and, (b) signaling the finality of t!te phrase requires 
a much steeper fall, since the %H word boundary tone has raised the pitch range for the 
final constituent. 
The %H word boundary tone affects the shape of the rising accents of the word 
to which it is attached, but the falling/rising opposition of accents is still distinguished, as 
shown by the following pitch track, which has a falling accent on the last word, as opposed 
to a rising accent in the previous utterance. 
-_­ ~ - -
; ' 
Figure 66: Jelenaje dala llmun M'ilovanu. 'Jelena gave·a lemon to Milovanu.' This 
utterance was an answer to the question Ko je kome dao limun? 'Who gave a lemon 
to whom?' 
However, the lexical accents preceding the %H tone seem to be affected. We can compare 
the F0 shape of limun 'lemon' in the preceding figure with the F0 shape of ravan 'flat one' 
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in Figure 67. The two words are similar enough for comparison, but differ in falling/rising 
opposition. 
---7-. 
1!111 
~~ 
Figure 67: Jelenaje dala ravan Milovanu. 'Jelena gave a/the flat one to Milovanu.' This 
utterance was an answer to the question Ko je kome dao ravan? 'Who gave a/the 
flat one to whom?' 
Compare Figure 66 to Figure 67, which is a broad focus utterance of the same sentence. 
Figure 68: Jelenaje dala Timun Milovanu. 'Jelena gave a lemon to Milovanu.' 
On this analysis the difference between the two pitchtracks consists in the phrasing, one 
intonational phrase in Figure 68 vs. two intonational phrases in Figure 66. In addition, the 
tonal strings are also different. In Figure 68, all lexical tones are preserved. In Figure 66, 
the lexical tones of the word 'lemon' are affected by the %H word boundary tone of the 
following focal constituent, as the comparison of the two figures clearly shows. 
Thus, I conclude this section by noting that the %H word boundary tone affects 
the lexical information of preceding constituent. I now tum to the last section in which I 
discuss the vocative chant intonation. 
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5.3 · Vocative Chant 
Vocative chant is another intonational contour which seems to affect the lexical 
information to a great degree. The melody that characterizes vocative chant is similar but 
not identical to the English vocative chant. l&Z observe that 'the vocative chant has a basic 
(Low)-High-Mid melody', where the Low is present only in words with. three syllables or 
more and with the stress on non-initial syllable. 
According to my findings, the initial L tone is present in all cases, which in this 
system is accounted by the %L word boundary tone. The rest of the shape of the F0 con­
tour shows a rise towards a H target and a continuation with ,a slight drop in pitch. This 
basic pattern shows up on all words regardless of their metrical structure. That is, what is 
common to all words under vocative chant intonation pattern is the H tone on the penulti­
mate syllable and a lower tone on the final syllable. The fact that the two tones go together 
and target the last two syllables of the word argues in favor of an analysis which treats this 
pattern as a property of the phrase edge, i.e., a boundary tone. 
The vocative chant melody can be seen in the following pitch tracks of trisyllabic 
words with the stress on the first syllable:10 
Figure 69: Miloje! Figure 70: Julije! 
······--· 
~-- ­ - ------ ­ --- ­
Q - -
Jl!,I l­ - - -
llll
~ 
,!..._ - -
ZIil ...,_ - - -
- -
. 
' . 
_ . HaU111.tlll 11 1.1&1111 hUllT_"_'"" 
Figure 71: Milan~! Figure 72: linijo! 
10At this time I don't have an example of an all sonorant trisyllabic proper name under the long-rising 
accent, so I have used a common noun for illustration purposes. 
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It seems quite obvious that vocative chant is affecting the lexical specification for 
the tonal infonnation. However, it is not entirely clear that the lexical information is com­
pletely lost. There seems to be at least one difference between falling and rising accents. 
Rising accents have a slightly higher target for the H tone in the above examples (compare 
Figures 69 and 70 with Figures 71 and 72). Whether the lexical H tone which correlates 
with the second syllable is boosting the boundary H tone is an open question and would 
require a detailed study. 
To show that vocative chant is a boundary effect, we can look at examples of longer 
words. In the following two figures I show a calling contour on a word Slobodane! and its 
possible extended variant, Slobo-Slobbdane! • 
.. 
Figure 73: S/obbdane! 
Figure 74: S/obo-Slobbdane! 
F0 peaks in the above contours occur on the penultimate syllable in both variants of sum­
moning Slobodan. This shows that the vocative melody is truly a boundary effect. 
To see that this bitonal boundary tone is targeting the last two syllables of a word 
regardless of the position of tbe stressed syllable, we can look at a stress initial word with 
more than three syllables. Consider the following pitch track. 
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" -­ :;,,­ -­ .........=----==--~ 
·,/--=­ - -­
. "' "' 
Figure 75: imovino! 
Figure 75 shows again that the H tone is associated with the third, penultimate syllable, 
even though the stress is on tl).e first syllable. Because the stress syllable does not play a 
role anchoring the melody, I conclude that vocative chant can be analyzed as_ a H- phrase· 
accent followed by aL% boundary tone. This melody then differs from the prompting 
intonation where we saw that L- phrase accent is a special kind of boundary tone because 
it is timed to the stressed syllable. 
There is one more thing to mention regarding vocative chant. The L tone of this 
boundary tone is not as low as the single L% boundary tone that we see in declarative 
utterances. It may seem reasonable then to question this characterization of this tone as 
a L. Presumably, another possible analysis for this contour would be to say that we have 
H- phrase accent followed by a downstepped !H% boundary tone. So far, we have no 
other evidence for a downstepped boundary tone. At this point then it seems unjustified 
to introduce a .new target just for this melody. However, should such evidence arise, a 
reanalysis may be appropriate. 
To sum up, in this section we have seen three different types of structural markers: 
L- phrase accent followed by a H% boundary tone (prompting intonation); a %H word 
boundary tone of double focus constructions, and a H- phrase accent"followed by a L% 
boundary tone (vocative chant). It seems that the unifying property of these edge tones 
is that structural H tones affect lexical infonnation so that lexical pitch accents end up 
neutralized. This is still a tentive conclusion until more data become available. 
6 Conclusion 
The surface tones of Serbo-Croatian accents can be described in tenns of alterna­
tions between H and L tones, with some tones assigned in the lexicon, others assigned at 
the level of prosodic phrasing and yet others functioning to integrate pragmatic coherence 
of the discourse. I have argued that falling accents have a HL melody whereas rising ac­
cents have LH melody. The difference between the short and long .falling is in the timing 
of the fall, which is the function of the length of the tone bc;:aring unit (mora) to which the 
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H tone is anchored to. Long falling accents have the beginning of the realization of the fall 
on the stressed syllable itself and continuing on the following syllable. The fall of the short 
falling accent is delayed until the post-stressed syllable. However, for the purpose of the 
phonological representation it is sufficient to represent both falling accents as H*+L, since 
the duration of the stressed syllable will determine the positioning of the trailing tone. Both 
rising accents show the LH melody where the L occurs on the stressed syllable and the H 
on the post-stressed syllable. Consequently, the phonological representation for the rising 
accents is L*+H. The timing of the trailing H tone of the rising accents also does not need 
to be stipulated. Anchoring the L tone to the (last) mora of the accented syllable produces 
the desired effect of having the H tone on the post-stressed syll31ble and yet gives us enough 
flexibility, as with the falling accents, to accomodate variations in production. 
The short/long distinction between the rising accents also seems to be accompanied 
by a difference in vowel quality. Thus it might be necessary to include a study of vowel 
quality together with the lexical accentual properties. Therefore, the proposal offered here 
for the description of the accents only in terms of a two way distinction, (falling vs. rising) 
may be necessary and sufficient. 
A broad focus declarative utterance allows all lexical tones to be realized. Phono­
logical words are clearly separated by %L, a word boundary tone. In addition, each sub­
sequent phonological word is down-stepped from the previous one. The sentence initial 
constituent, regardless of its syntactic function, is set off from ·the rest of the constituents 
by having the highest target for the realization of the lexical H. The sentence final con­
stituent is conversely in the lowest pitch range. Nevertheless, the realization of the lexical 
accents is still present. The falling accents in this position show a steady fall in the pitch, 
whereas the rising accents maintain the same pitch level in the post-stressed syllable, thus 
marking. the two accents differently. Focusing the final constituent in a sentence allows 
all lexical tones to be fully realized, providing additional evidence that the phonological 
representation is not lost in final position. 
· In prosodic narrow focus utterances, the constituents following the focused con­
stituent are in a markedly reduced pitch range relative to an utterance without the prosodic 
focus. In a paradigmatic contrast with broad focu.s utterances, prosodic focus slightly ex­
pands the pitch range of the focused constituent, creating a higher target for the lexical H, 
and compresses the pitch range surrounding the focused constituent, most drastically the 
following ones. That is, focal prominence involves not so much making the focal peak 
higher as it does make non-focal peaks lower. I have proposed that post-focal pitch range 
reduction is a consequence of the early realization of the L- phrase accent at the right edge 
of the focused word. The double focus construction provides evidence for a %H word 
boundary tone, which is used-to signal the dependent variable constituent in this construc­
tion. This boundary tone differs from pitch range expansion in narrow focus constructions 
in the following way: pitch range expansions provides a wider tonal space for all tonal 
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targets, %H word boundary tone raises the tooal ·target of the left edge of the word thereby 
creating a pull for the preceding and subsequent L tones. 
Morphologically marked questions do not have a H% boundary tone, whereas non­
marked questions can be signaled either by a question-tag wich always has a H% boundary 
tone, or by prompting intonation on the focal constituent. Prompting intonation and voca­
tive chant is a result of the combination of aphrase accent followed by a boundary tone, 
L-H% and H- L% respectively. Both of these intonational contours seem to affect lexical 
pitch accents. 
To sum up: in this paperI have argued for three levels ofprosodic phrasing in Serbo­
Croatian, a phonological word, an intermediate phrase and an intonational phrase. The two 
prosodic units are either associated with certain tonal markings, such as edge tones, or 
function as a domain of a rule application. A phonological word has a delimitative marker, 
an initial wordy boundary tone, which ca'n be either %L or %H, and a culminative marker, 
which can be any of the four pitch accents. The intermediate phrase is marked by phrasal 
accents (L- and H-) and the intonational phrase has two types of boundary tones (L% or 
H%). 
Since Serbo-Croatian is both a stress language and a pitch accent language, it pro­
vides an example of a very different type of language than the ones that have been studied 
in depth so far from an intonational point of view, such as.English. Japanese and others. In 
particular, I hope to have shown that one of the main points of interest in study of Serbo­
Croatian intonation is the interaction of lexical tonal specifications with the tonal markings 
of intonational phrasing. · 
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